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DEAN’S FOREWORD

As a leading computing school, we are committed
to research excellence in all its dimensions – from
searching for fundamental results and insights, to
developing novel computational solutions and
building large-scale experimental systems. This
year, our researchers won nine best paper awards
and other key research awards at multiple
international conferences. In addition, with an
increasing number of collaborations, our ties with
industry partners and government organisations
have grown stronger.
Our staff and students have also gone on to make great strides in entrepreneurship. At our
startup incubation centre, The Furnace, more than 100 companies have received support
through seed funding, mentorship and networking opportunities. Successful startups like
ViSenze, RateX, and Igloohome, found their start through The Furnace and have gone on to
grow exponentially to deliver innovative products and services to the nation and beyond.
In this bulletin, you will ﬁnd the highlights of our research and achievements by our faculty
members and research staff. We hope you will continue to support and engage with our
work to make a lasting impact on the research community and beyond.

Professor Mohan Kankanhalli
Dean
School of Computing
National University of Singapore (NUS)

AT A GLANCE
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ACHIEVEMENTS
(For the purposes of this publication, only NUS Computing staff and students are listed.)

ACM Multimedia (MM) 2018 Nicolas D. Georganas Best Paper Award
| Professor Chua Tat-Seng
Feature Learning using Social Images and Tags

IEEE Multimedia (MM) 2018 Best Department Paper Award | Professor Chua Tat-Seng
Social-Sensed Multimedia Computing

2017 National Research Foundation (NRF) Fellowship | Dr Yair Zick
Data-Driven Strategic Collaboration

China Information Economics Society 2017 Young Scholar Innovation Award

| Associate Professors Goh Khim Yong and Heng Cheng Suang
The Demand Effects of Product Recommendation Networks: An Empirical Analysis of Network
Diversity and Stability

2017 Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS) Best Systems Paper Award | PhD student Ziquan

Lan, research assistant Mohit Shridhar, Professor David Hsu and Associate Professor Shengdong Zhao

XPose: Reinventing User Interaction With Flying Cameras

2017 ACM Symposium on the Theory of Computing (STOC) Best Paper Award

| Professors Sanjay Jain and Frank Stephan

Deciding Parity Games in Quasipolynomial Time

2017 Academy of Management (Entrepreneurship Division) Best Paper Proceeding
| PhD student Yang Lusi and Associate Professor Jungpil Hahn
The Role of Prior Experience in Entrepreneurial Learning

Design Automation Conference (DAC) 2017 Best Paper Award | Professor Peh Li Shiuan
Low-Power On-Chip Network Providing Guaranteed Services for Snoopy Coherent and Artiﬁcial
Neural Network Systems

Design, Automation and Test in Europe Conference (DATE) 2017 Best Paper Award
| Professor Peh Li Shiuan

Automatic Place-and-route of Emerging LED-driven Wires within a Monolithically-integrated CMOS

2017 Conference on Computer Analysis of Images and Patterns (CAIP) Best Paper
Award | Associate Professors Leow Wee Kheng and Terence Sim
Multi-view Separation of Background and Reflection by Coupled Low-Rank Decomposition

Design Science Research in Information Systems and Technology (DESRIST) 2017 Best
Paper Award | Associate Professor Danny Poo Chiang Choon
Analysis and Design of an mHealth Intervention for Community-Based Health Education: An
Empirical Evidence of Coronary Heart Disease Prevention Program Among Working Adults

Asia-Paciﬁc Signal and Information Processing Association Annual Summit and
Conference (APSIPA ASC) 2017 Best Student Paper Award | Associate Professor Ye Wang
Perceptual Evaluation of Singing Quality

2016 International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS) Best Paper Award in the
Conference Theme Track: Digital Innovation at the Crossroad
| Dr Um Sungyong
The Co-Evolution of Digital Ecosystems

2016 Workshop on Information Technology and Systems (WITS) Best Paper Award

| Associate Professor Jungpil Hahn
Temporal Feature Grouping-based Campaign Optimization in Real-time Bidding Digital Advertising

7th ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on GeoStreaming (IWGS 2016) Best
Paper Award | Associate Professor Roger Zimmermann
A General Feature-Based Map Matching Framework with Trajectory Simpliﬁcation

The Best iPad app of the year 2016 | Associate Professor Zhao Shengdong
SketchBook Motion via Autodesk (Draco)

RESEARCH AREAS

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Algorithms and Theory
The Department of Computer Science, with over 80 internationally recognised faculty members, is a
leading centre for learning, teaching, and research in computer science and its applications. The
department offers three undergraduate programmes in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and
Information Security, Master’s programmes in Computer Science, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, and Infocomm
Security, as well a PhD programme in Computer Science. The department’s faculty members perform
cutting edge research in seven research areas: Algorithms and Theory, Artiﬁcial Intelligence,
Computational Biology, Database, Multimedia, Programming Languages and Software Engineering,
Security, and Systems & Networking.

Algorithms form the backbone of computer science. They determine what computers can do and how much
resources are needed for a computational task. The Algorithms and Theory group aims to understand the theoretical
foundations of computer science, and to use these insights to produce novel practical algorithms. This includes a
wide variety of topics in theoretical computer science and its related areas. Examples include distributed algorithms,
networking, cryptography, game theory, and security.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence
The term Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) was ﬁrst coined by John McCarthy in 1955 to describe the science and engineering
of making intelligent machines. Today, AI is the key technology in many novel applications, from face recognition to
language translation. This research group aims to advance the development of AI by bringing together researchers
across the areas of computer vision, machine learning, planning and decision making, and robotics.

Computational Biology
Present-day biomedical researchers are confronted with vast amounts of data. This has driven the development of
sophisticated computational and mathematical approaches to understand how biological systems work. The
computational biology research group aims to enhance the flow of information and data to enable scientists to
computationally model and analyse biological systems in novel ways. Some projects undertaken by this research
project include: compressed index, gene regulation, protein complex prediction, and more.

Database
The availability of data has increased tremendously in recent years and with this comes the challenge of organising
and storing data in the most efﬁcient and effective way. This research group studies the techniques for modeling,
storing, indexing, and processing different types of databases. Projects in this area include data mining, the study of
data management systems, developing deep learning platforms for large datasets.

Multimedia
From computer graphics, human computer interaction, to sound and music, the multimedia research group seeks to
understand and develop new algorithms, systems, and methods for systems to interpret and manage multiple types of
data and media sources. Projects from this group include: mobile app recommendation, location analytics, social
media data mining.

Programming Languages & Software Engineering
The use of software can be found in almost all aspects of life today. As the world becomes more dependent on
software, ensuring that these complex systems are designed to be robust against failure becomes even more
important. As software grows to become more complex, researchers and companies face the challenge of keeping
their systems reliable, secure, and productive. This research group tackles these problems, focussing on improving the
development, veriﬁcation, and optimisation of computer programs and systems. This includes areas in program
analysis and veriﬁcation, paradigms in programming, parallel and distributed programming, and software validation.

Security
One of the main concerns of the world today is the issue of securing our digital lives. Without security,
communications can be intercepted, modiﬁed, or spoofed and data can be commercially exploited or used for privacy
invasions. The security research group studies and develops novel methods of securing computer systems against
today’s threats. Research areas from this group include: cryptography, network security, systems security, and more.

Systems & Networking
The Internet has become an indispensable part of modern life. Whether it is to read the latest news or communicate
with other people, billions of devices are interconnected via the Internet. The Systems & Networking research group
studies these large scale interconnections and how computing devices can work together to perform computations
and disseminate information. Research in this area includes: cloud computing, distributed systems, mobile computing,
software deﬁned networks, and more.

RESEARCH PROJECTS:
COMPUTER SCIENCE
A new public‐key cryptosystem via Mersenne numbers | Dr Divesh Aggarwal
There has been a growing need for stronger security measures as individuals, organisations, and societies rapidly
adopt digital technology. One key method of securing data is encryption, where data is encoded and can only be
decoded if the other party has the decryption key. This technique is widely used to protect user information, such
as passwords, payment information, and private data. There are two commonly used encryption methods:
symmetric-key and asymmetric (or public-key) cryptography. Current public-key encryption systems are currently
at risk for attacks by quantum computers and this security threat is rising with the advancements in quantum
computing. In this project, a new public-key cryptosystem was developed to withstand attacks by quantum
computers.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
There have been serious efforts by both industry and the scientiﬁc community to make security systems
resistant to quantum computing
•

A new cryptosystem was proposed based on the arithmetic modulo so called Mersenne numbers (i.e.
numbers in the form of p = 2n – 1, where n is a prime number)

•

The goal in designing the Mersenne cryptosystem was to ﬁnd a very simple instantiation of this paradigm
based on the least complicated ring, using only an elementary mathematical structure

Proliferation genes are not born equal: Robustness in gene signature inference
| Professor Wong Lim Soon

One of the goals of cancer research is to identify a set of genes that cause or control disease progression. While
certain genes have been identiﬁed and published as the cause of certain cancers, this study observed that published
breast cancer signatures do not outperform random gene signatures – or random signature superiority (RSS), and
proliferation genes were proposed as confounders. The study also presented that RSS is a general phenomenon and
articulated the need for good analytical practices (GAP) to counter the effects of RSS. By applying GAP, it was found
that a subset of 83 proliferation genes (SPS) had superior characteristics for breast cancer prognosis.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
The study found that random breast cancer signatures are as signiﬁcant partially due to the confounding
effect of proliferation genes
•

It also found that SPS (83 genes) is a subset of proliferation genes that has a uniquely additive effect –
signature increases in signiﬁcance as the quantity of SPS genes found in the signature increases

Impact and potential applications:
•
SPS is universally signiﬁcant on multiple breast cancer datasets, whereas random signatures are not
•

The more SPS genes a signature has, the more likely it is universal

Impact and potential applications:
•
Developed a new public-key encryption scheme that is resistant to known cryptoanalytic attacks
•

Paper received positive response at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) competition
on quantum-resistant public-key cryptographic algorithms

Human trust in robots | Dr Harold Soh
As artiﬁcial intelligence (A.I.) agents are increasingly deployed in our homes and workplaces, interactions between
humans and intelligent systems are expected to become commonplace. Human trust is critical in shaping these
interactions as trust directly affects the degree of autonomy rendered to A.I. systems such as robot assistants and
autonomous vehicles. A.I. systems that are not trusted may result in under-reliance or disuse, while over-trusted
systems may be left unmonitored even in situations beyond the A.I.’s capabilities. In this project, a formal
computational framework is developed to enable A.I. systems to reason about human trust and to incorporate
trust in their decision making process.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
Trust is formalised as either a latent or dynamic function to improve decision making
•

Efﬁcient computational models are developed to capture and predict human trust across multiple tasks

•

The framework is able to automatically produce a diverse set of trust-related behaviours without any explicit
manual programming

Impact and potential applications:
•
AI is moving beyond low‐risk applications (e.g., movie recommendations)
to moderate/high‐risk use (e.g.,
medical diagnosis, autonomous driving, and portfolio management)
•

Human trust is an essential component to the robotics and A.I. ecosystem
and this research addressed it by enabling A.I. to reason about human trust
as a part of its decision-making process

Awards:
•
Best Paper Award Finalist, Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS), 2018
•

Best Paper Award Finalist, ACM/IEEE Conference on Human Robot
Interaction (HRI), 2018

Privacy preserving data collection and analysis | Associate Professor Xiao Xiaokui
For organisations with a large user base, like Samsung and Google, collecting and analysing user data could help the
company generate insights into improving their products and services. However, this raises privacy concerns and
may result in accidental privacy breaches with serious consequences. Local differential privacy (LDP) techniques
address this problem by only collecting randomised answers from each user. So far, these existing LDP solutions
either have severely restricted functionality or focus mainly on theoretical aspects rather than its practical usability
and performance. In this project, new techniques were developed to construct a practical, accurate, and efﬁcient
system for collecting and analysing data from smart device users, while satisfying LDP protocols and techniques.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
Developed advanced data collection techniques for privacy protection, as well as efﬁcient algorithms for
analysing collected data
•

Results show a signiﬁcant performance improvement over existing solutions adopted by Google and Apple

Impact and potential applications:
•
Developed a novel technique for collecting and analysing user data from web browsers and mobile devices
•

Samsung, the project granter, ﬁled a patent in South Korea for the techniques developed in this project

Cross‐view geo‐localisation with ground and satellite images | Dr Lee Gim Hee

Career path prediction from social media data | Professor David S. Rosenblum

Image-based geo-localisation is a relatively new and challenging problem in Computer Vision--i.e. given a
ground-view image (e.g. photo of a building), can the system pinpoint where the image is taken in reference to an
aerial map? The ﬁeld has drawn a lot of attention over the past years in the computer vision community due to its
potential applications in autonomous driving and augmented reality. However, using ground images to localise a
geo-referenced aerial map remains challenging due to the drastic change in viewpoint. Using the latest techniques
in deep learning, a new algorithm–the Cross-View Matching Network (CVM-Net)–was developed to match ground
images with their georeferenced aerial images.

Social media is no longer simply used to connect to old friends and acquaintances. As social media platforms adapt
and grow to meet a variety of different needs, each platform is now uniquely designed for different purposes. For
example, social media platform LinkedIn is mostly used to share users’ professional skills and career ambitions,
while micro blogging site Twitter is used for users to share their personal thoughts and opinions. In this study, social
media data taken from multiple sources (Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn) are used to develop a novel multi-task
learning approach that can chart an individual’s career growth, speciﬁcally in predicting the level and timing of career
progression milestones.

Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
Image-based geo-localisation has many applications and can be used in autonomous driving and
augmented reality

Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
The ﬁrst research of its kind to predict career-path progression from multiple social media sources and data

•

Network is able to learn the features for cross‐view matching with metric learning using the Siamese
architecture

•

Experimental results show that CVM-Net signiﬁcantly outperformed state-of-the-art approaches

Impact and potential applications:
•
Paper was selected as a spotlight paper in the 2018 Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition (CVPR2018)
•

The algorithm can be implemented on a self-driving car platform in real‐time

•

It can also be used for localisation without GPS/INS

Query ground-view image

•

Model is able to identify influential factors that affect career progression at different stages

•

Experimental results show that the model produces more accurate results compared to baseline models
(SVM, mono-source and mono-task methods, and an earlier multi-source multi-task method)

Impact and potential applications:
•
Techniques can be used to predict job suitability and career progression
•

Model can be extended to infer and predict other user attributes based on social media data

Satellite image

?

Analysis of privacy in machine learning: Membership inference attacks against
machine learning models | Dr Reza Shokri
There has been an increasing adoption of Machine Learning algorithms into popular internet services such as image
recognition and natural language translation. In light of its popularity, Internet giants like Google and Amazon have
started to offer machine learning services to customers. Users can upload their datasets and pay the service to
construct a machine learning model. In this study, a new inference algorithm was developed to study the privacy
vulnerabilities of these machine learning service platforms. It was found that an attacker can have close to 90%
precision in predicting whether a particular dataset has been used based on an algorithmic analysis of the machine
learning’s results.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
A new set of algorithms for analysing privacy in machine learning
•

A new method for constructing membership inference attacks with minimum assumption about the
adversary’s background knowledge

•

Research was also a vulnerability assessment of existing machine learning as a service platforms

Impact and potential applications:
•
Uncovered signiﬁcant privacy vulnerabilities in existing machine learning as a service platforms
•

The paper has been cited 90 times according to Google Scholar

Awards:
•
The Caspar Bowden Award for Outstanding Research in Privacy Enhancing Technologies 2018

Stitch: Fusible heterogeneous accelerators enmeshed with many‐core architecture
for wearables | Professor Peh Li Shiuan
Wearable devices are changing the way we go about our lives – its relative small size and computational power allow
the device to wirelessly track and present information to its user. From smartwatches to health trackers, these small
wearables can free users from having to carry a smartphone everywhere. However, the devices’ small size has its
drawbacks. Its size limits the device’s computational power, battery size, and storage capacity, which makes current
smartwatches incapable of fully replacing a smartphone. To combat this problem, a new processor chip called Stitch,
comprising of 16 cores put together on a mesh network, was developed to run high performing tasks with relatively
low power.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
Multiple polymorphic patches — where each patch
could run its own computational patterns — were
stitched together to create large, virtual accelerators
that can execute complex tasks
•

Virtual connections aealized efﬁciently with a very
lightweight compiler‐scheduled network‐ on‐chip
(NoC) with no buffers or control logic

•

Results show a 2.3 times improvement in runtime for
Stitch as compared to a baseline many-core processor

Impact and potential applications:
•
Starting general direction to improve many‐core chips
for extremely power constrained wearables
•

A new type of hardware architecture where hardware
is kept as simple as possible but is easily conﬁgurable
(software‐deﬁned hardware)

•

The chip is able to run programmes that were
previously unable to work on current wearables, such
as a new writing-in-the-air application

RESEARCH AREAS

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
AND ANALYTICS

Data Science & Business Analytics
The Department of Information Systems and Analytics has a long track record in grooming prominent
leaders and leaders for the digital economy and IT workforce. It offers undergraduate and Master’s degree
programmes in Information Systems and Business Analytics, and a PhD programme in Information
Systems. Graduates from this department have moved on to pursue careers in a broad range of industries
and job functions over the years. The department’s faculty members conduct research in six areas: Data
Science & Business Analytics, Economics of Information Systems, Social Media & Digital Business,
Healthcare Informatics, Information Systems Development & Management, Digital Innovation in the
Service Economy.

Data is no longer limited to drawing out simple observational insights. It can empower organisations to predict
trends and outcomes and make better informed decisions. This research group works to provide tangible and
novel insights into big data and recommend strategies for organisations in their analytics efforts. Research from
this group includes: big data methods and analysis, the business of business analytics, and the applications of
big data analytics.

Economics of Information Systems
Dramatic advances in information technology (IT) and the changing nature of businesses are pushing
organisations to implement new ways of organising work. This research group studies this phenomenon by
conducting research surrounding business analytics, social media, mobile marketing, the digitisation of social
processes, and the power of crowds. Key themes include: network effect and externality, labour economics and
productivity, and pricing and contract theory.

Social Media & Digital Business
Organisations today can no longer choose to ignore digital platforms and the online world. The growth of the
Internet, social media, and mobile computing has opened the doors for new opportunities. However, many
companies and government authorities are still learning how to manage and embrace their digital presence. This
research group studies the design of digital technologies, the societal and commercial value of social media, and
the impact of digital information privacy on social media.

Healthcare Informatics
Growing demands for safer, efﬁcient, and patient-focused healthcare services have driven global investments
into healthcare information technology (HIT) in recent years. This has created immense opportunities for
healthcare informatics. This research group seeks to assess the impact of healthcare information systems and
technologies. Research from this group falls into four categories: HIT landscape and analytics, HIT adoption and
assimilation, Health 2.0, and mobile health.

Information Systems Development & Management
New advancements in task collaboration systems, cloud computing, and the Internet-of-Things are changing the
way companies operate and compete against each other. Organisations looking to design innovative IT systems
and solutions need to understand these rapid developments to stay current and competitive. This research
group conducts studies on how information systems are developed and used, speciﬁcally in the areas of
information systems development and project management, IT and software development outsourcing
management, and the business value of cloud computing.

Digital Innovation in the Service Economy
All around the world, the service economy has grown to become a dominant engine for economic growth.
Companies looking to expand their reach globally are challenged to produce innovative and highly valued
services. This group’s research is centred on the study of new and promising modes of IT enabled innovation.
Key research areas include: IT-enabled open innovation communities, crowdsourcing and crowdfunding, and the
study of human capital on innovation and entrepreneurship.

RESEARCH PROJECTS:
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND ANALYTICS
The distinct signaling effects of R&D subsidy & non‐R&D subsidy on IPO
performance of IT entrepreneurial ﬁrms in China | Associate Professor Heng Cheng Suang
Over the past two decades, there have been much debate over the effectiveness of government studies in driving
research and development (R&D) growth. Government subsidies not only stimulate or crowd out private investments,
they are also regarded as important signals to external investors. To investigate how both government R&D and
non-R&D subsidies affect the initial public offering (IPO) performance of entrepreneurial ﬁrms, 269 IT entrepreneurial
ﬁrms in China were studied. Findings from the research showed that government R&D subsidies have an inverted
U-shape effect on IPO performance, while government non-R&D subsidies tend to have a positive effect. The study
also showed that both state ownership and patent intensity have a moderating effect on the inverted U-shape
relationship between R&D subsidy and IPO performance.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
Highlighted the symbolic effect of government subsidies on external ﬁnancing and the importance of
investigating both technological and non-technological policies or regulations
•

The study was extended to include public markets, as opposed to only studying private markets

•

Identiﬁed state ownership and patent intensity as key contextual factors to IPO performance

Impact and potential applications:
•
Offered valuable insights to IT entrepreneurial ﬁrms that are targeting IPOs in emerging economies
•

•

Suggested for ﬁrms to be aware of the risk of receiving too much government R&D subsidies
(i.e., external investors’ different interpretation) but need not worry about receiving non-R&D
subsidies
Study also recommended for governments to be careful of their R&D subsidy allocations to ﬁrms without
state ownership or with low patent intensity

Engineer/scientist careers: Patents, online proﬁles, and misclassiﬁcation bias

| Associate Professor Huang Ke‐Wei

The career movement of engineers and scientists is recognised to be a key driver for innovation and entrepreneurship.
Unrestricted career mobility not only encourages the spread of knowledge, but it also facilitates the establishment of
spin-offs and startups. An established method of tracking mobility of engineers and scientists is through comparing
consecutive patent applications – if an inventor assigns two consecutive patent applications to different assignees,
it is inferred that the inventor has changed employers during the patent application period. To test the accuracy of
the patent method of tracking mobility, a study was done on both the patent analysis method and LinkedIn proﬁles of
engineers and scientists. It found that patent measures generated 12% false positives (wrongly recording a change of
employer) and 83% false negatives (failing to record a change of employer) against the LinkedIn proﬁles studied.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
The ﬁrst study to systematically analyse the problem of using patent information as a proxy to employment
history – a method used by hundreds of published papers
•

Study found LinkedIn to be a more accurate database for career histories than patent tracking

Impact and potential applications:
•
Results from the study could potentially change the way researchers use patent datasets for their research
•

Study was published in the Strategic Management Journal – the best journal for strategy research

•

Highly cited paper despite being in publication for less than three years

Involuntary privacy disclosure in online social networks | Professor Jack Jiang
One of the key features of current social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, is the ability of
users to share and disseminate content to their own social circles or networks. There are multiple methods of sharing
information on these social media platforms, and one popular method is through the tagging of “friends”. When a user
tags another user to a posted content (i.e. a photo, video or social media post), the tagged content is shared not only
to the content owner’s network, it is also disseminated to the tagged user’s network as well. This may result in an
uncomfortable social experience for the tagged user when private or embarrassing content is shared and
disseminated without their consent. This study investigates the effect of information dissemination and network
commonality (i.e. number of common friends) on privacy invasion.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
Investigated the less studied issue of involuntary privacy disclosure as opposed to voluntary privacy
disclosure
•

Results show that posting and tagging private content increases the feeling of privacy invasion and the
effect is more pronounced when both parties have fewer common friends in their networks

•

However, it was also found that posting and tagging private content can actually increase the users’
perceived relationship bond when both parties have more common friends

Impact and potential applications:
•
Involuntary privacy disclosure is a commonly seen issue in online social networks
•

Research highlights the importance of designing social tagging mechanisms that enhance social
relationship bonding and reduce privacy concerns

“Living” evidence networks for health optimisation | Associate Professor Danny Poo
In recent years, there has been a growing number of unstructured treatment evidence data published on MEDLINE
every day. However, the volume and velocity of these unstructured data pose a challenge for staff to manually
process and classify these data. To help patients make informed choices about their treatment options, there is a
need to develop dynamic and evolving evidence networks that are able to present the latest evidence data to both
healthcare practitioners and their patients. In this study, new IT artefacts were developed to contribute towards
building these dynamic and evolving “living” evidence networks. Using evidence data from two prevalent mental
disorders – major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder – the proposed system was able to automatically
extract and present possible adverse treatment effects to users.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
The study systematically analysed rich and unstructured data of biomedical literature
•

Employed machine learning techniques to automate the meta-analyses of adverse treatment effects

•

Networks were able to provide dynamic and actionable treatment recommendations and facilitate shared
decision‐making between patients and physicians

Impact and potential applications:
•
“Living” evidence networks help prevent the decay of currency, accuracy, and utility of evidence
•

Outcomes from the “living” evidence networks have been deployed in a system jointly developed with the
Norwegian Institute of Public Health

Awards:
•
Best Paper Award at the International Conference on Design Science Research in Information Systems
and Technology (DESRIST) 2017
•

Best Paper Award Nominee at the DESRIST 2018

Building “Living” Evidence Networks

Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

Direct and indirect information system use: A multi‐method exploration of social
power antecedents in healthcare | Associate Professor Tan Chuan Hoo
When an organisation introduces an information system to collect, process, and distribute information, it is often
designed for the people who are directly responsible for a given task, and not for the people who support or
collaborate with them. These collaborators, or indirect users, are sometimes tasked to enter data, analyse results,
or ﬁnd information on behalf of others. Creating the right access protocols and interfaces for these indirect users
can improve security, user experience, and organisational productivity. In this study, an analysis on 213 physicians
in a large public hospital China was conducted to distinguish between the different types of information system
use and how social influence impacts behavioural use.
Novelty and signiﬁcance:
•
Conceptualised and differentiated between direct and indirect system use
•

Study found that harsh power (reward, coercion, supervisory power) have a greater effect on fostering
direct system use, while soft power (informational power of others) have a signiﬁcant impact on indirect
system use

•

Developed appropriate strategies for top management to promote their desired system use

Impact and potential applications:
•
Study reflect the need for system designers to acknowledge the presence of indirect system use and to
incorporate such usage into their design consideration
•

Study recommend for top managers to leverage on the social power of peers and supervisors to promote
the use of the system

CRYSTAL (Cryptocurrency Strategy, Techniques, and Algorithms) Centre | Feb 2018-present
Located in NUS Computing, the CRYSTAL Centre is an academic research laboratory and think tank
that aims to provide scientiﬁc clarity in the blockchain and cryptocurrency space. The centre conducts
research on current blockchain and cryptocurrency issues like scalable consensus protocols, veriﬁcation
and testing techniques, and privacy-preserving computation.
crystal.comp.nus.edu.sg | Led by Associate Professors Prateek Saxena & Keith Carter

NUS-Tsinghua-Southampton Centre for Extreme Search (NExT++) | Oct 2016-present
NExT++ is a joint research centre established by NUS, Tsinghua University of China, and the University
of Southhampton, United Kingdom. Co-hosted in NUS Computing and the NUS Smart System Institute,
NexT++ carries out research into big unstructured data analytics and its paradigm changes. The centre
focuses on research in three main areas: multi-modal multi-source data analytics, video object relations,
and recommendation systems.
nextcenter.org | Led by Professor Chua Tat Seng

NUS-Singtel Cyber Security Research & Development Laboratory | Jun 2016-present
Started by NUS and local telecommunications company Singtel, the centre works to protect individuals,
businesses and public agencies from a wide range of cyber threats. It seeks to develop novel data
analytics techniques to allow IT service providers to detect and respond to security attacks in real time,
and to develop new systems that are able to resist a broad array of attacks.
nus-singtel.nus.edu.sg | Led by Professor David S. Rosenblum

Trustworthy Systems from UN-trusted component AMalgamations (TSUNAMi) | Jan 2015
-present

The centre, funded by NRF and led by NUS Computing, examines how trustworthy software can be built
from commercial, off-the-shelf software components. By constructing safe and trustworthy systems
from un-trusted components, TSUNAMi works to analyse un-trusted software and gain insights on how
to construct trustworthy systems. The centre’s partners include Oxford University, University of California,
Berkeley, and the Georgia Institute of Technology, as well as industrial collaborators from ST Electronics,
Symantec, and NEC.
comp.nus.edu.sg/~tsunami | Led by Professor Abhik Roychoudhury

Advanced Robotics Center (ARC) | Feb 2013-present

RESEARCH
CENTRES

ARC is an interdisciplinary research centre, established by the NUS Computing and NUS Engineering,
to lead and support robotics research in NUS and Singapore. The centre focuses on developing
human-centred collaborative robotics, with the goal of reﬁning the scientiﬁc foundations, technologies,
and integrated platforms to enable human-robot interaction and collaboration.
arc.nus.edu.sg | Led by Professor David Hsu

Sensor-enhanced Social Media (SeSaMe) | Jul 2012-Sep 2018

AI Singapore | May 2017-present

SeSaMe focuses on long-term research on sensor-enhanced social media that enable the linking of
static and mobile cyber-physical environments over the Internet. It facilitates the design of social media
applications on cyber-physical systems through research advances that provide systems that respond
more quickly and more precisely. The Centre will also study systems for search and rescue in dangerous
or inaccessible environments as well as the research that enhance societal wellbeing (e.g., assistive
technologies and sensor-enhanced social networks) through the use of various technologies such as
smart buildings, augment human capabilities, etc.

AI Singapore (AISG) is a national AI programme launched by NRF to develop national capabilities in
artiﬁcial intelligence, thereby creating social and economic impact, growing local talent and building an
AI ecosystem. AISG is hosted by NUS and brings together research institutions and the vibrant ecosystem
of AI start-ups and companies to conduct use-inspired research, and develop the talent to power
Singapore’s AI efforts.

sesame.comp.nus.edu.sg | Led by Professor Mohan Kankanhalli

Felicitous Computing Institute (FCI) | Jan 2012-Mar 2016
FCI is a multi-disciplinary research institute by NUS Computing and NUS Ofﬁce of the Deputy President
(Research & Technology) to improve interactions between computer systems and their users. In particular,
the centre aims to develop multi-modal user interfaces that are intelligent, unobtrusive, and have a high
degree of robustness. Projects from this centre include creating systems that accurately understand user
activity through sensor data and machine learning models, multi-modal sensor data, and users’ self-reports
to predict moods, and collaborative music making via smartphone gestures and virtual musicians.
fci.comp.nus.edu.sg | Led by Professor David S. Rosenblum

Centre of Social Media Innovations for Communities (COSMIC) | Sep 2010-Mar 2016
Many communities and informal businesses in developing nations typically lack proper service from
existing technology vendors and telecommunication companies. To meet this need, COSMIC aims to
empower underserved communities through social media innovations to improve the way they live, work,
and play. The centre is a collaborative initiative between NUS, the Nanyang Technological University (NTU),
and the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay. Projects from this centre include an intelligent pest-control
mobile app solution for farmers and creating a musical habilitation framework for children with post
cochlear implantation.
cosmic.nus.edu.sg | Led by Associate Professor Roger Zimmerman

NATIONAL INITIATIVES

Singapore Data Science Consortium (SDSC) | May 2017-present
The SDSC was established by NUS, NTU, the Singapore Management University, and the Agency for
Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR), to empower Singapore to harness the power of data science.
The consortium helps industry partners to access the latest data science technologies, applications, and
expertise from academia to create innovative solutions for real-world challenges.
sdsc.sg | Led by Professor Tan Kian Lee

aisingapore.org | Led by Professors Leong Tze Yun & Chen Tsuhan

Singapore Cybersecurity Consortium (SGCSC) | Sep 2016-present
The consortium was established to promote innovation in information security by creating a platform
of engagement between industry, academia, and the government. Funded by NRF and based in NUS
Computing, the consortium coordinates a wide range of activities to raise technology awareness and
adoption, catalyse manpower training, and spur technology innovation.
sgcsc.sg | Led by Professor Abhik Roychoudhury

National Cybersecurity Research & Development Laboratory (NCL) | Nov 2015-present
Many communities and informal businesses in developing nations typically lack proper service from
existing technology vendors and telecommunication companies. To meet this need, COSMIC aims to
empower underserved communities through social media innovations to improve the way they live,
work, and play. The centre is a collaborative initiative between NUS, the Nanyang Technological University
(NTU), and the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay. Projects from this centre include an intelligent
pest-control mobile app solution for farmers and creating a musical habilitation framework for children
with post cochlear implantation.
ncl.sg | Led by Associate Professors Chang Ee-Chien & Liang Zhenkai

INNOVATION &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

To support enterprising NUS Computing faculty members and students in their entrepreneurial
journey, NUS Computing offers a comprehensive innovation and entrepreneurship support
programme. Students interested to learn about entrepreneurship can take modules offered by the
school, such as the Principles of Technology Entrepreneurship and the Journey of the Innovator. The
school also offers two grants for enterprising NUS Computing students with innovative startup ideas
to turn their proposals into business ventures. NUS Computing staff and students can also tap into
the school’s incubation facility, The Furnace, for mentorship support and resources, as well as
exposure to industry specialists and entrepreneurs. Since its inception, The Furnace has incubated
over 100 startups, with around 12 startups incubated a year.
comp.nus.edu.sg/entrepreneurship

SUCCESSFUL STARTUPS

R ate is a ﬁntech start-up that focusses on making e-commerce more accessible and efﬁcient
by providing online shoppers with the lowest exchange rates, the latest discount codes and
cashback on e-commerce platforms, via their internet browser extension, RateX. Co-founded
by NUS Computing alumni Davis Gay and Lim Jing Rong, the company raised US$2.3 million
in Pre Series A funding round in March 2018, and currently has over 20,000 users.
rate.com.sg
V i Sen z e , provides artiﬁcial intelligence based visual search and image recognition
solutions that help retailers improve revenue and conversions. Retailers like Rakuten and
Urban Outﬁtters use ViSenze to convert images into immediate product search opportunities,
improving conversion rates. Founded by Professor Chua Tat Seng and alumnus Li Guangda,
and venture-backed by Rakuten and WI Harper, ViSenze is built by web specialists and
computer scientists with deep machine learning and computer vision experience. ViSenze
is a spin-off from NExT and has won multiple international awards for its innovation and
high tech solutions. It has raised a total of US$34.5million since its inception.
visenze.com
I n v e s ti n g Note is a social network that connects investors and traders in Singapore and
the region to better enable them to share information and interact. Founded by alumnus
Shanison Lim in 2014, InvestingNote allows users to share market news and trading ideas
on social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. Financial internet media and
technology company ShareInvestor acquired a 15 per cent stake in social network site
InvestingNote for $150,000 in July 2015.
investingnote.com
Mobile app design library Mobbin , created by current NUS Computing student Lim Ji Ho,
was named the “#1 Product of the Week” on Product Hunt – a curated website that lists
innovative and new products. Mobbin is a library of mobile app design patterns for developers
and designers. The website hit over 1 million views within seven months of its launch and is
currently used by 35,000 users.
mobbin.design

6 E STATE S is an AI-driven intelligence company spun off from NExT++ that specialises
in cognitive data intelligence. Using Natural Language Processing, Deep Learning, and
Knowledge Graph technologies, 6Estates delivers real-time insights and predictions about
consumer behaviours and preferences to help businesses make smarter decisions. It
completed a Series B funding round in February 2019. 6ESTATES is cofounded by Professor
Chua Tat Seng and ViSenze cofounder Roger Yuen in 2014.
6estates.com
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